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Siegel Elected Pres. Dr. Samenfeld Resigns As Dean
Of Freshman Class Appointed To Research Position
Dr . Nathan Weiss, Acting
Pre si den t of Newark State
College, Monday announced the
resignation of Dr. Herbert W.
Samenfeld as Dean of Students
and his appointment to the new
position of Director of Research

for Counseling and Student
Personnel Services. "In this new
position," Dr. Weiss stated , " Dr.
Samenfeld will play an important
role in the future development of
the counseling and student life
program at the college."

Regina Siegel

Re gin a Siegel was elected
president of the Class of 1973 on
Oct. 23 rd . Miss Siegel polled 210
vo tes while Steve Band polled 133
for the presidential post. Miss
Siegel is the first female class
president since the Senior Class
president of the Class of 1966.
Bob Todd gained the post of
vice president, after defeating Bill
Bruno by 10 votes, 175 to 165.
For the office of Corresponding
Secretary Carol Wander polled
176 voles, 14 over Wanda
Kolodziej's 162. Sandy McDede
defeated Ruth Hickman for
Recording Secretary, the results
showing 245 votes for McDede
and 82 for Hickman , a margin of
163. The office of Treasurer went
to Denise Drozdowski , who polled
199 votes, a total of 73 above
Stephanie Modolo's 126 votes.
Several write-in candidates,
Carlton Dudey and Ed Ross who
each polled 27 votes for the
offices of president and vice
president respectively ; Brenda
Jones and Maxine Flagg who
polled votes for the office of
treasurer and corresponding
secretary, respectively contested
the results of the election to the
Student Council Election
Committee. They cited that no
instructions were posted on the
voting machines about how to
vote for a write-in candidate.
Sophomore Council member Bob
Young also contested the
elections on the same grounds,
and added that election
committee members were not
present at the polls. However, the
election committee turned down
bQth contestmen ts, replying that
they were required to provide
only the machine, not instructions
on the write-in ballot.
The contestors then took their
case to Student Council However,
an emergency meeting called
within less than 24 hours was
adjourned for lack of a quorum.
The contestors plan to present
their case at the next council
meeting.
Pending the results of the
contestings, Miss Siegel plans for
an , "original" Christmastin}e

da nee. She stresses that all
committees and class meetings
will be open to all students. Also,
she will be seeking 25 freshman
for Publicity Committee to make
posters for all class events. Miss
Siegel encourages the Class' active
support for "Project You" an
evaluation and follow-up of
Newark State.

Dr. Samenfeld

B.A.S.B. U. Editors Decide.
"Not To Print Another Page"
B.A.S.B.U., a bi-monthly
literary magazine-newspaper
which was esta blished last
February has claimed itself victim
to the established system at
Newark State with the decision of
Editors John Melhado and Ron
Franklin to "not print ·another
page". The following is the entire
con text of the " last" editorial
which was written by John
Melhado.
God is alive and well and living
in Student Organization. God is
alive and well and living in the
Administration Building, the
theater , the Kean Building, and
the new and old art building. God
is dead in the Old Library (also
known as the book store building)
and most of all , God is dead in the
B.A.S.B .U. office . God is dead for
all Black people , and has been
since 1619 ( they say the first
Black man came to America in
1619).
We have petitioned, requested
and begged to their live God and
have always received no answer to
our petitions. We have been
Jes uses dying on crosses for the
cleansing or catharsis of a world
sinning against their savior.
We have drunk the bitter wine
of dispair, and have tasted the
unleavened bread of education :
"We have been believers believing
too long".
B.A.S . B.U . is now a
non-believer, going down in the
tradition of non-believers who
believe that believing in belief, is
the height of ,self;-<leception. We

have decided to discon tinue the BLACK STEP NO. TWO - A
publication of B.A.S.B.U. since newspaper cannot be put out
we have received no tangible without a typewriter. B.A.S .B.U.
recognition of our efforts. We must have an electric I.B.M.
have asked for typewriters "selectric" typewriter so that type
received none. We have asked for faces can be changed.
the use of a mimeo machine - we BLACK STEP NO. THREE have received a machine that was John Melhado and Ronald
condemned because of its age and Franklin will have to be
its inability to function as mimeo approached if there is someone
machines should function, (to put who digs our style and would like
it mildly). We have asked for lo see it continue. We are believers
funds , but because we are Black in our strength and ability to
and all of our staff is Black, we produce.
are a special interest group. Our BLACK STEP NO. FOUR (IN
special interest was putting out a THE FORM OF A QUESTION) damn good newspaper - our Where are Black Student
res ult was beautiful.
Activities fees being used? Is it for
B.A.S.B.U. will not put out all students???????
another edition unless it is
completely funded, whereby our
work would either go out to a
printer or be printed on this
campus by an existing facility. We
will not print another page unless
we receive the recognition entitled
By Betty Wetzler
us as members of this college
Through the efforts of the
community which we help
support. For too long we have Townsend Lecture Board, Allen
been believers believing in a Ginsberg, the well-known poet
system that does not believe in and outspoken figure, addressed
our existence and our energy capacity crowd in the TPA on
which much be channeled Tuesday, October 28.
Besides being a significant
constructively.
BLACK STEP NO. ONE - There literary figure with such works as
is in the Industrial Art complex, "Howl" , "Kaddish," and "Reality
machinery for printing. There are Sandwishes," Ginsberg has earned
students in classes, being taught a national reputation as a
by a teacher, how to print and promoter of controversial issues.
lay-out material. Question - what His involvement with civil rights,
do they use as practice material, his campaigns against the Vietnam
why can't they print B.A.S.B .U. War, and his efforts for the
legalization of marijuana and
for practic~?

Dr. Weiss added that "as Dean
of Students du ring the years of
the College's growth and
expansion, Dr. Samenfeld has
made a positive and significant
contribution to students on this
campus, and he has earned the
respec t and regard of both his
colleagues on the faculty and the
members of the student body ."
Commenting on his
appointment, Dr. Samenfeld said
he had enjoyed working with the
students in the capacity as Dean
of Students and hoped that in his
new position he would be able to
maintain his old friendship and
cultivate new ones among the
stu dents.
"There is need for research in
the whole area of student life ." he
went on. "It is an important part
of the college community and
could become quite large."
In desc nbmg his new post. Dr.
Samenfeld stated that one of his
responsibilities will be to discover
"what kind of questions need to
be asked to help the college
community." He cited the student
testing program here at Newark .
"These tests are scored based on
national norms, " he said, "the

development of local norms might
prove to be more helpful for our
purposes. This could be a possible
project." He also mentioned
dealing with more complex
problems such as discovering
living trends in resident hall and
off-campus students and dealing
with community attitudes toward
the college and her students.
One of the first things Dr.
Samenfeld hopes to do as Director
of Research is to meet with the
heads of Counseling Services,
Financial Aid, Health Services and
all other student life areas to
consult with them concerning
projects they feel deserve
consideration. He also stated that
the statistical data now gathered
about the student body will
continue to be collected in order
to provide an all-college profile.

Ginsberg· Reads
to 1000 in TPA
other drugs , have focused public
attention on this poet and
essayist, sometimes to the point
where· his
l iterary
accomplisfi.tnents have almost
taken second.,;l?!ace.
Students began arriving at the
TP A an hour before Allen
Ginsberg began this lecture . First,
singing a Buddist prayer , he then
read works of other poet& and
sang the poetry of Blake which he
had set to music. Before readings
of his own poetry, Ginsberg
explained that his ideal is to write
for normal-voice speaking since
(Co~ti~~ed on Page 6) •
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N.J.E.A. Convention To Discuss
Innovations And Problems
The annual convention of the Elementary School," arranged by
New Jersey Education Assn. will NJEA' s Committee on Human
draw New Jersey teachers to Rights, with the NJ . Urban
Atlantic City Nov. 6-8 for three Education Corps and the State
days of work, study, and Education Department's Office of
discussion about innovations, Equal Opportunity.
problems, and accomplishments in
2. "Negotiations and
public education.
The Convention gives New Curriculum Reform ," arranged by
Jersey teachers the chance to the NJEA Committee on
exchange ideas, learn of new Instruction and Innovations.
3. "The Birth Pains of Public
ptactice, improve teaching skills,
Broadcasting
in New Jersey,"
and broaden their subject-matter
arranged
by
NJEA' s Radio-TV
base.
Committee
and
the NJ . Public
Over 53,000 teachers, students,
Broadcasting Authority .
and guests registered during last
4. Instructional Innovations
year' s convention. With New
from the Job Corps, arranged by
Jersey's teaching force up to
the NJEA Committee on the
70,000, good weather could bring
Disadvantage.
an even larger number this year.
5. "Student Activism and the
Teachers will hear about world
Law," arranged by the NJEA
an d national affairs at the
Convention's General Sessions. Committee on Education and Law
San d er Vanocur, NBC news Enforcement.
correspondent, will address the
The annual Curriculum Work
Thursday evening session. Julian Conference will conce ntrate on
Bond, the Georgia legislator improving urban education. James
placed in nomination for the 1968 Farmer, assistant secretary at the
D emocratic vice- presidential U .S. Department of Health,
candidacy even though he was Ed ucation, and Welfare, will
under age, will address the Friday address the CWC general session
afternoon session.
Thursday morning on "Promises
NJEA's committees - made up to Keep." The 15 afternoon
of classroom teachers from workshops will explore such
different parts of the state - have matter s as stud ent unrest,
scheduled meeti n gs on individualization of instruction,
educational issues of the day, imp rove m e n t of vocational
including:
edu cation, early childhood
1. "Black Studies in the education, and involving students

Schedule of Events·
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 11 / 2

Date

Event

SUNDAY, NOVEM BER 2nd
3:00 P.M .
Faculty Music Recital
6:00- 10 :00
7 :45-10:30

Delta Sigma Pi Tea
CCB Film : "The Two of Us ..

Place

Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Hex Room
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

MONDAY , NOVEMBER 3rd
Hex Room
6:00-J 0:00
Sigma Kappa Phi Tea
Little Thea tre
7:00-JO:00
Messiah Rehearsal
TUESDAY , NOVEM BER 4th
1 :40-2: 55
International Rescue Comm. Lecture Little Theatre
Little Theatre
6:00-9:00
Sigma Beta Chi Meeting
Alumni Lounge
6:00-J0:00
Nu Theta Chi Meeting
6:00-10:00
Beta Delta Chi Tea
Hex Room
Willis 200
6:30-10:00
Rho Theta Tau Meeting
7 :00-10 :00
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
T.V. Lounge
Downs-Meeting
7:00-10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi Meeting
Room A
7:00-10:00
Nu Delta Pi Meeting
Downs-Meeting
Room B
WEDNESI;>AY , NOVEM BER 5th
11: 30-1 :00
Counseling Services Meeting
Downs-Meeting
Room B
11 :30-2:00
Faculty Staff Buffet
Downs-Faculty
Dining Room
2:00 P.M.
Soccer : NSC vs. Trenton State
Home
6: 00-8: 00
College Center Board Meeting
Al umni Lounge
6: 00-10:00
Nu Theta Chi Tea
Hex Room
7:30-10 :00
Al pha Phi Omega Pledge Ceremony
Downs-Mtg.
Rooms A and B
THURSQAY, NOVEM BER 6th
9:30-11: 00
Student Personnel Staff Meeting
Downs-Meeting
Room B
l :40-2:55
Ski Club Meeting
Little Theatre
1:40-2:55
Renata Club Meeting
Hex Room
6: 00-10:00
Chi Delta Tea
Hex Room
6:3 0-9:30
Fine Arts Dept. Film Festival
Little Theatre
NJEA CONVENTION ATLANTIC CITY
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7th
8:30-10:00 . Institutional Planning Board Meeting Downs-Meeting
RoomB

NJEA CONVENTION ATLANTIC CITY
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8th
9:30-2:30

Classroom Renaissance

NJEA CONVENTION A'TLAN'PIC CITY

Hex Room

and parents in the planning of
curriculum.
Two rounds of meetings will be
conducted for inexperienced
teachers to help them solve
classroom problems. Eleven
separate meetins are scheduled for
teachers of different grade levels.
classroom problems. Eleven
separate meetings are scheduled
for teachers of different grade
levels. at hotels throughout the
city, with the emphasis on
innovative teaching, curriculum
relevancy, and the inner-city
child. Speakers include:
George 0. Cureton , New
Jersey's "teacher of the year,"
who will tell the NJ. Reading
Teachers' Assn. of "The Ghetto
Children's Reading Problem."
Cureton, of Newark, became one
of the nation's few males teaching
first grade because of his concern
over the fail ure of many urban
children to read well.
Nathan Heard, author of the
Newark-centered novel, "Howard
Street," who will address the
annual author's luncheon of the
N.J. Assn. of Teachers of English.

Commission For

18 Year Vote
The New Jersey State Youth
Commission announced its
support for the statewide
referendum to lower the New
Jersey voting age to 18.
The Commission expressed its
support for the measure in a vote
of its members at a monthly
meeting in Trenton on September
23. The voting age question will
be decided by New Jersey voters
in a referendum in the November
4 election.
The Very Rev. Msgr . Joseph J.
Vopelak, chai rman of the
commission, said "the youth of
New Jersey have demonstrated
time and again that they have the
desire, the maturity and the
awareness of issues to participate
in the electoral process."
"New Jersey's yo uth have
earned the righ t to hel p shape the
policies that govern us," said
Monsignor Vopelak. "They are
better e du cate d , more
sophisticate d an d high ly
motivated individuals intereste in
making our society a better place
in which to live."

He said, "The Commission
thinks the 18-year-old voting age
will provide a meaningful
opportunity for channeling the
talents and energies of this new
generation of Americans into
constructive , responsible
participation in the public and
social issues of the day. This
participation is vital to the
democratic process."

Class of '71
Holds Mixer
The class of '71 will kick off its
annual scholarship fund drive this
Saturday evening with a mixer
featuring the BLT and Muffin.
The dance will be held at the
college center from 8 :00- I 2: 00
p.m. and admission will be $ 1.50.
Class President Joe Oliva stated
that he hoped this years fund
drive wo uld be as successful as last
years when the Class of '7 I
donated $400 scholarship to the
College.

N.J.E.A. Establishes New Moves
On Teach er Certification
Four recommendations on behavior in front of a class," and fluency in speaking, reading, and
writing English as well as a foreign
certification will be placed before "a valid in tern experience."
In its recomme ndations on the language ; (3) ability to use
the NJ EA Delegate Assembly, the
Association ' s I 00-member elective "competence" requirements , the common methods of teaching
policy-making body, which meets Committee said that all teacher rea d ing; (4) a professional
Thursday, Nov. 6, in Atlantic ·candidates should have to objective attitude toward the
City's Haddon Hall Hotel. Written demonstrate: ( I) proficiency with needs of ch'ildren; and (5) skill in
by NJ EA's Committee on Teache r actual elementary or secondary diagnosing learning problems and
Education an d P rofessional c lasses in gaining maximum a pp I y ing the basic laws of
Standards, these recom- student interaction an d learning, and directing meaningful
involvement in learni ng; (2) learning.
mendations wo ul d:
__ j

I. Move teacher preparation

closer to the "proven
performance" concept that NJEA
has been studying for over a year.

(.,\M

2. More clearly define the
"competence" that any candidate
should demonstrate before
qualifying for a teaching
certificate.

3. Upgrade requirements for
substitute teachers.
4 . Continue NJEA's opposition
to the State's giving New Jersey's
Commissioner of Labor and
Industry a lifetime certificate as a
high school principal.
About the need for "proven
performance," State TEPS
Chairman Al fred Skogsberg of
Bloomfield said that, State
certification regul ations m ust
aban d on their long-standi ng
"course-counting mystique" and ,
instead, fin d ways to guara ntee
that every practitioner "can be
effective with most children in
whatever kind of class situation he
may fin d himself."
The TEPS proposals would
change college programs for
teachers to place more emphasis
on
such
factors
as
"non-traditional approaches to
instruction and staffing, "effective
NOTICE
Interested in student film-making?
We need people of all kinds to form an
organization for the promotion of
original films .
Meeting in _T;~ · Room Tues. Nov.
4.
Contact Mailbi>x No." 411

/-::';

~
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DIE, FLAG, DIE
by T.C. Fox

Let us bury the corpse of the
symbol whose prestige is no
longer revered and regarded as the
epitome of undying American
ideals. Today the flag which once
flew high and proud is now
outdated and outmoded by new
trends which have taken the place
of its old-fashioned standards. The
Stars-and-Stripes are on the verge
of taking their place in history as
a once great monument or maybe
just a legend.

poem "Freedom is a Habit." We
are so accustome d to the benefits
of freedom that we can not even
conceive of it ever being taken
away from us. Sandburg says :
Freedom is baffling:
men having it often
know not they have -it
till it is gone and
they no longer have it.

So the flag of justice (pardon
the paradox) must be buried in a
tomb (maybe that of the
"Unknown Soldier") along with
Our flag has died a slow its foolish principles which no
torturous death. Time after time, longer suit an elite society. To
it h as been burned in protest those for whom the flag is merely
against situations which no more a piece of cloth , I quote
improved with this action . Where something of Vannevar Bush. "If
it was once a symbol of our we lose our liberties it will be
"sweet land of liberty" it now because we abandon them."
represents immoral behavior and
its principles conflict with "the
call of one's conscience." It must
be obliterated.

Page 3
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"What"

Agnew: A Classic Study Of Comedy
There are three major
contributors to air pollution in
today's America: auto exhausts,
industrial smog, and the speeches
by Spiro Agnew. For those
uneducated few who are not up
on our government's inanities, Mr.
Agnew, as a great thinker, can be
placed in the same philosophical
category of, let's say, Don di.
I am sure the " fat japs" and
"polacks" of the country have
been watching our government's
commedia del l' arte starring Mr.
Agnew . Apparently Spiro is
attempting to get himself a
reputation of being the John
Wayne of the Repu blican party ,
unlike Mr. Wayne, however,
Agnew's guns are blowing -up in

his face.
As far as oratory goes, Mr.
Agnew has all the grace and poise
of Huntz Hall. Our beloved
vice-president referred to the
October moratorium as being
composed of "hard core dissidents
and professional anarchists" being
led by "an effete corps of
impudent snobs who characterize
themselves as intellectuals." So
there!
In a stand-up comedy style,
reminiscent of another great
commentator of world affairs,
Zaser Pitts, Mr. Agnew talked
about the "spirit of national
masochism" present. There is
probably some grain of truth to
this statement. Nixon and Agnew

Today: . A Better World

With it must go the heritage
which it stands for, the men who
gave their lives for it, rather than
su b mit to another country's
ideals, men who stooped to the
sordid method of fighting when
all else failed, fighting for
something as cheap as freedom.
Our Flag belongs to the past and
to those who believed that
freedomwas not to be had
cheaply. They believed it was a
priceless thing and even worth
something as priceless as a life. To
them a life was no t worth living if
it couldn't be lived in free dom .

by Luis Sanchez

At Bayview Park , on a bench in
a weeping willow' s shadow, sits an
old, old man. The sun will soon
light his face - rugged and
wrinkle and wise . His gaze toward
the bay - sail boats racing back
and forth
a cargo ship
disappearing at the horizon. He
sees no clouds. Indeed , he sees no
sails, no ship, no sea, no land.
"Excuse me." I ask and he
looks up with watery eyes, "Why
sit and stare endlessly day after
day? It never changes."

"Young man," he says, "it is
On October 15th in many never the same. Lost youth places the absence of red, white, seeking itself - searching to kee p
and blue was significant of the it s imm ortality, suppresses
flag's dying dignity. Those change. But you an d I both know
multitudinous crowds refused to that that which we don't want we
display it in defiance of the must accept. We wan t to pass up
immoral war it signifies to them. the chance of a better wo rld.
They forget that were it not for Beyond the horizon is the world
just such an immoral war 200 we seek."
years ago, they would not be free
"But is is someone else's
to demonstrate their defiance world."
now. They forget how the flag
"No, young man. I speak of
flew victorious on battlefields and the infinite horizon in the mind.
won for us, Americans ( if I may THERE is our intended world . It
be so assuming) the liberty which is ever-changing."
"Well, that's good, isn't it? "
we now take for granted.
"Yes and no ."
Perhaps Carl Sandburg is right
"How's that?"
in the beliefs he expresses in his
"Kept within the realm of the
mind - abstract - spiritual - it
does not serve our physical needs.
But applied to the world, as we
know it
there," he says
"Race is Only Part of the
excitedly, "there lies the answer
to progress, to unity , to peace."
Problem at Newark State"
"In what way?"
Dialogue
President
"Oh, you young, sophisticated
people! Your appearance is
We iss , administrators,
diffe rent , but- you are the same
faculty , students
inside - as we were in our day.
Thursday November 6 The same questions , the curiosity,
the wildness, the problems, the
1:40 (free hour)
whole works. Sit down and listen
Browsing Room , Student
- as I did when I was your age.
"That better world exists in
~ctivities Bldg.
active, youthful minds. But it
Fact ionalism
T he
must be released, set free, and
recaptured by other imaginations.
Power Structure
Imprison it not! It must be
Faculty P r opagating spoken , shown, sung, and written .
Thus, young man, it progresses.
grouping at Ne w ark
Sharing yields comfort and unity .
State . .. and _whatever
Unity results in a common bond
with and for the welfare of all .
else develops.
From this common endeavor·
"If you 're not part of the
emerges a dedication, a devotion
to one another. Hence, peace will
solution, you 're part of
abide."
the problem."
"But how long does this PROCESS take?"

NOTICE

"Twice - maybe thrice - the
age of mankind. "
"Why so long?"
"For a sick person to get well ,
the impurities in his body must be
eliminated."
"Are you saying that this
world is sick?"
"Precisely!"
"Will it die? "
"No," he says with a smile,
"the champion physicians are at
work - nursing it all the time but the impurities are fighting
strong. Eventually, however, they
will be eradicated. And before
their defeat - much hardship and
suffe ring will occur."
" Wh a t hardshi p ? w h at
suffe ring?"
" Persecution of the race."
" By whom?"
" By itself."
"You mean - war?"
"Yes, precisely . The physician
fights the disease. With modern

Crystal Clear

medicine , disease has little chance
of survival. With modern man 's
appreciation of the value of life .with his eternal desire to preserve
his blessed existence - the beauty
that is life - he will conquer and
control himself For he is the
cause of all mistakes - and it is he
who will check and correct
them."
Better World contd.
"But won't he annihilate
himself in the process?"
"Young man, pay closer
attention and think a lit tle more.
In the approachi ng Armage ddo n,
man knows his objectives. T here is
no chance of total destruction . He
simply regroups what little he has
left and goes on fro m the re carefully eliminating all previous
evil elements."
" Thank you , sir."
"For what?"
"Up to now, I was pessimistic
(Continued on Page 7 )

WERE elected by a POPULAR
vote.
Agnew
continue d :
"Unfortunately, we have not seen
the end. The hard core dissidents
and professional anarchists within
the so-called peace movement will
continue to exerbate the
situation."
Agnew also prevented his
"professional anarchist" 14 year
old daughter from wearing a black
arm band and participating in
services on the fifteenth. Kids do
the darndest things, ask Art
Linkletter. (Mr. Linkletter, in case
you haven' t heard, is using his
daughter's coffin as a soap box for
an anti-drug campaign, placing the
burden of her death directly on
LSD , completely exhonerating her
parents from any blame .)
Vice-president Agnew has run
· into some opposition however.
Secretary of State, William P.
Rogers, said that "We listened to
these (dissenting) voices with
respect because we , too , have a
deep concern for peace in
Vietnam. "
Sen. George McGovern was
quoted as saying that, "If Mr.
Agnew's speech is a measure of
the administration's moral and
mental sensitivity, GOD HELP
AMERICA ."
Of course , according to the
Daily News, McGovern and other
commies and assorted kooks are
ou t to p ulverize the Agnew
"myst iqu e" (or is that a
mistake?) .
At any rate Mr. Agnew is
making himself well known as the
fiery o rato r, rep re sen ting those
who are looking forwa rd to
yeste rday. In the fut ure, when
someo n e co m es across the
vice-presidents' names, he will not
wonder "who?" as one does with
many v.p.s., but rather "why?"

by Dave Lichtenstein

Is Agnew Really Apolitical
"dry up and disappear" shortly
One associate of Spiro Agnew
stated in last Sunday 's New York after the new administration .
Times that the Vice-President was Surprisingly they haven 't, but it
"essentially apolitical." And what, might explain why the President
stated that he wouldn't take
pray tell , are we doing with an
notice to the activities of
Apolitical Vice-President at a time
Moratorium Day.
like this?
Agnew's own 14 year old
In a special report on the
daughter wanted to attend
Chicago Conspiracy published by
Grove Press , it is suggested that Moratorium services but the
"Spiro came to the (Mr. Nixon's) Vice-President "wouldn't let her,"
team as a "player to be named a nd she 'got over' her
unhappiness. Unhappiness over
later" in the Strom Thurmond
deal that sent Nelson Rockerfeller what - Viet Nam. and she got
over it? Now, that really is an
down to the Banana Leagues."
The report also suggests that appolitical statement.
"Parental-type power must be
Spiro is "that rare sports
phenomenon - a star who never exercised" he asserts, "some
was rookie," and who "plays the parents have forgotten how." Mr.
Agnew , an indicated supporter of
game as though it were one big
in-loco-parentis, is obviously not
half-time."
a-parental. For here he must
Under any circumstances, there
is much to be said for a man who command respect regardless of the
insanity of his actions.
pub licly assures the peopl e that he
even _1ikes 'Polaks,' 'J aps' , and
If Spiro Agnew were not
'Jews' and who further asserts Vice-President of the United
that the United States "is the States of America , we could
greatest place in this country."
probably live with him in the
But back to the original comfort of all anti-heroes, such as
question ; Is Spiro Agnew really the one-time stature of the New
apolitical? In any event, his , York Mets , something that you
statements on policy would sit back and smile about.
certainly indicate so. During the
But the Vice-Presidency. That
election · he -mentioned that is something else , someone who
protestors an,d d,-issenters would believes that dissenters will dry up

and disappear , or who announces
that the " liberal intellectuals"
who have used the South as a
"punching bag" are the "arrogant
ones."
In a speech given early this
year in Dallas , Agnew pleaded
that "We can ask no more than
reason." But just what kin d of
reason are we talking about? A lot
of people ask for reason. And
reasons. Including the reason why
Spiro Agnew ever received the
offer of Vice-Presidency in the
first place , with only two years as
Governor of Maryland to offer as
experience.
One critic of the Nixon
Administration views Agnew as an
unnecessary expenditure. The
Times -quoted N.Y. Senator Jacob
Javits a saying that no one had
"accuseil- Agnew of being all that
brilliant.,.,.._
In any event, if he were part of
a deal, it could be one of the
worst in recent times, and suitably
followed up by the attempted
appointment of Judge Clement
Haynsworth to the Supreme
Court. Mr. Agnew must love it.
But I'm still waiting for these
~isseht~r.s to 1ry up and
disappear. .'; ., . ·A,pdlitical?
t
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Sound And Fury :
"Truth cannot be /o~ceJ. but m1ist be allowed to plead /orit5e!I•"

B. A. ·s. B. U.
The problem - no money. The result no paper. The question - why not?
B .A .S .B.U., "the black paper on
campus" has been publishing twice a month
since last February without any funds from
Student Organization ; printing through
private donations.
B.A.S.B.U. is a mimeo-graphed paper,
usually 8-10 pages ong, that contains news
commentaries, controversial features and
poetry.
In an editorial published this week , the
editors state that they have put B.A.S.B.U.
to the printing "bed" for the last time . .. "
unless it is completely funded , whereby our
work would either go out to a printer or be
printed on this campus by existing facility ."
The INDEPENDENT believes that the
B.A.S.B.U. should be funded by Student
Organization now as soon as it is reasonably
possible.
B.A.S.B.U. is the only effective black
voice on campus . However, white students
have also written for the publication in
recent weeks, and the INDEPENDENT
remembers that B.A.S.B.U. editors sought
both white and black staff members during
freshmen orientation.
B .A .S.B.U . circulation is not intended to
be limited to black students however ; the
fact that it can reproduce only 300 copies
on its "condemned" mineo-machine, makes
this unavoidabl e. Organization fu nding,
ho wever ; the B.A.S.B.U. would be availa bl e
to all studen ts, as is the INDEPEND ENT.
Now is the time for steps to be taken to
get funding for th is N.S.C. literary vehicl e.
The first step mus t come from members
of the coll ege community who support
B.A.S.B .U.'s efforts to be fund ed. As their
final editorial states " John Melhado and
Ronald Franklin will have to be approached
if there is someone who digs our style and
would like to see it continue."
The second step must be taken by
B.A.S.B.U. The editors must write a
constitution and submit it to the Student
Council Constitutional Bylaws Committee.
The rest is up to the members of the
Student Council. Council need not drag its
feet y becoming a victim of its own
regulations. Council policy, states that a

Mey.-ier

II

Ti-ick

group must wait a year after its Constitution
is approved before it can receive STudent
Organization funding. It would be
unreasonable to make B.A.S.B.U. wait and
entire. year for money. However, as this
policy is merely a means of testing the worth
and relevance of an organization. In the case
of B.A.S.B.U. one has merely to read its
issues to see both its literary worth and
relevance to the college community. The
INDEPENDENT has already seen that
B.A.S.B.U. is a respectable, responsible and
needed literacy publication. We have faith in
the Council's rationality that it will come to
a similar value judgement.

'Yes' 18
On this coming Tuesday, November 4,
the registered voters of New Jersey will have
the opportunity to lower the minimum
voting age in New Jersey to 18 .
Servicemen , students and workers in the
18- 2 l age group are waiting anxiously for
this 1ift out of their " half-citizenship ".
l 8 - 2 l year olds must pay taxes, serve their
country militarily , and be tried in criminal
courts. They now have the responsibility of
citizenship but not the rights of voting.
18- 2 l year olds are considered mature
enough to represent their co untry overseas
in the Peace Corps, and serve at home in
projects such as Y.I.S.T .A. Appro xima tely
l /3 of the l 8- 21 yea r old age group receive
some form of higher education.
Yet , the issue of voting is hardly a
shoo-in . To pass, the over- 2 1 crowd,
especially the students, must get out and
vote YES' The under- 21 crowd must " push
for" the voting referendum at home and
among their friends.
It is all too easy to complain about
corrupt, immoral , or ridiculous policies on
the American state, local , and national level.
If you want 18, 19, and 20 year olds to have
a say in A:merican politics, now is the time
to act.
Tuesday is Election Day. You don't have
much time.

Cahill

Annoyed
To the Editor:
I realize not much can be done
about this problem , but I think
that should not stop me from
pointing it out.
It seems that a few immature
students choose to transform the
Sunday night movies at the T.P.A.
from the viewing of an ex cell en t
film into a circus. In the last
episode of the continuing series,
the people ( ?) in question laughed
their heads off through "The
Fox". Between their laughter they
threw out such witty sayings as
"go to it baby!" and the like.
Could it be that since these people
can't face up to the situation
portrayed on the screen that they
have to resort to laughter and
ridicule to make them feel above
that situation ?
Next week , T.P.A. is showing
"The Killing of Sister George. "
Will it be an enjoyable viewing
experience, as it should be , or will
it once again be turned into
Terrytoon Circus? The only ones
who can answer that question are
those who voted for the circus in
the last episode.
Howard Duff '72

Contested
To The Editor:
We the under signed
write-in

candidates,

the

hereby

contest the Freshman Class
elections on the following
grounds :
The elections of October 23,
1969 are no t valid citing the
fac t that instruc tions fo r
regular voting proce dures were
placed inside write-in vo ting
procedures were no t shown
a n yw h e r e . No offici al
represe ntative of the election
committee was stationed there
to advise those wish ing to write
in their candidate. Leaving out
write-in vote procedures tends
to prejudice the outcome of
the election. We hereby
propose that the following be
done:
1. Standardize procedures for

publicizing write-in privileges and
instructions.
2. Publicize format for
elections.
3. Call for re-election.
Brenda Jones Treasurer Candidate
Edward D. Rass V .P. Candidate
Maxine Flagg Corr. sec . Candidate
Carlton G. Dudley Pres. Candidate

Violations
Observed
To the Editor :
It has been observed by the
undersigned that certain freshman
candidate s for office have
committed violations of the
election committee rules . The
election committee member5
sho uld be aware of this. Basically ,
the violations are the following :

I. Unstamped signs appearing in
the snack bar.
2. Signs and literature in
restricted areas (e .g., Townsend
Hall , Wi1lis Hall , Browsing Room,
entrance to Book Store .)
3. Campaign materials within
the fifty foo t limit of the College
Center main hall .
4.

Total

disregard

for

the

appearance of the campus with
regard to election com mittee
rules.
The fres hman class has fur ther
highlighted inadequacies of the
election commi ttee with their
vio lations of the committee ru les.
It re mains to be seen if the
electi on committee will stand
behind its rules or whether it will
embark on a policy of selective
enforcement of it regulat ions.
The el ection co mmittee
chairman , as well as committee
members, seem to be incapable of
(Co ntinu ed on Page 5 )
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Speech And Hearing
More Sound
Major lnstituJed Violations
Dr. George W. Gens, Director
of Speech an d Hearing Services at
the Campus School, has
announced the inauguration of a
major program in speech and
hearing at Newark State.
Increasing demands for specially
trained personnel in hearing and
speech has prompted this step.
Until this time , students wanting
to work with children with speech
and hearing impairments could do
so only by majoring in General
Elementary ed u cation an d
minoring in speech or hearing.

The new Speech and Hearing
major will consist of those courses
already required for the minor as
well as four new courses:
' ' P s y c h o I o g y o f C o mm unica tions ," which is a study of
the linguistic and psychological
bases of the speech and hearing
process; and "Speech Pathology I ,

II , Ill," which are expansions in
scope and depth of the "Speech
Pathology" course now being
offered. These courses will include
studies of di sorders of articulation
and voice ( I), organic disorders of
speech (II); and stuttering ( Ill).
Since the ground work for this
major begins in the freshman year,
only members of the class of '73
and all incoming classes are able
to take full advantage of Speech
and Hearing as a major.
Dr. Gens invites any students
interested in the Speech an d
Hearing major to come to the
Child Study Center at the Campus
School any Tuesday to view the
testing of those with speech
problems. Having been involved
with speech an d hearing
handicapped individuals for
twenty-five years, Dr. Gens has
found this work "enriching and
rewarding."

(Continued from Page 4)

functioning in their proper
manner.
The election committee cannot
and must not continue to act in
its present form. The committee
must be revised intelligently and
realistically.
Respectfully,
Bob Young '72
Jim Mason '72
Mark V. Moczulski 'Tl.

Pollution
To the Editor:
I am looking at the parking lots
from a Willis Hall window and I
see poll ution. I see chunks of iron
and plastic garbage in varied sizes
and colors. I see Morris Ave.
chocked to the point of halt with
more of these stereo equipped
garbage cans. The air is grey; full

•

And Fury

of soot and toxic gas that has
been puked forth from the
massive factories and mills around
us. One auto after another is
started and each belches out its
own personal stench for all to
share. The windows facing Morris
Ave. must be closed to keep out
the noise of planes and motor
vehicles. Here we sit rubb ing our ·
eyes, smoking our weeds and
drinking our artificially sweetened
drinks.
"What's that green thing?"
''That's a go ddamn tree, you
boob."
·
" Oh , yeah, I remember."
Funny, but not impossible. It
would be a quaint gesture if we
took some time out from the
creation of "groovy freaky art" to
ponder a few rema rks.
I. Air, water, noise, plapt life
an d general enviromental
pollution is a form of violence.
Subtle, yet catastrophic.
2. We are allowing our systems
of industrialization and
mechanization to destroy the very
environment that it works for.
3. Pollution must be curbe d on
an individual level. The five child
fami ly is no longer a luxury: it is a
threat. Citizens must insist on
such devices as smog controller on
autos , etc.
4. Members of the college
community , as the more educated
individuals must work to inform
an d motivate the genera l
population, to work toward an
end of enfironmental pollution.
5. Destruction of the earth's
eco logy looms over us, not by an
eliti st general with a bomb but by
all of us and our wanton abuse of
our environment.
William R. Brown
Class of 1971

Parking?
To the Editor :
September, 1969 : " Dear
students please excuse the
construction in the Willis-Bruce
parking lot which should be
completed by the middle of
October."
Middle of October: The
Administration adds many new
parking spaces. Whoopee: It's
only half as hard to find one. An d
have you tried to make an exit
from the lot lately? This new
"clock-wi se" parking ro ute is
really working! We play "find a
way out " everyday - what with
usual exits blocked up by mounds

If you're tired of using
tvvo or more separatz so·

lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens carepreparing, cleaning, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic maKing it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bottom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Len sine. ■ Caring for conhas been demonstrated tact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the

of dirt. Why don't we close the
remaining two exits and open a
used car lot? The campus cops
could run it - they're good at
standing around, this would give
them something to do. The
Reedman Motors of New Jersey!
How about it?
Very truly yours,
Mark Russell 1972

Correction
To The Editor:
The headline which describes
my appointment as "first head of
the Division of Arts, Sciences," is
something like the report on Mark
Twain's death. I was interviewed
by a very courteous and
intelligent reporter on my
relationship to the division of arts
an d sciences. Our mutual
enthusiasm about the emergence
of arts and sciences programs at
Newark State undoubtedly led to
some lack of agreement between
the two of.us on exactly what we
were talking about. I did explain
that I had been elected Chairman
of the eleven D e p artment
Chairmen in the arts and sciences.
I also added that this was no great
honor since in the election, other
men of equal, if not better
qualifications , had b een
nominated and had refused the
post. But I was not appointed to
anything. I draw salary as a
Professor of History and for
nothing else.
I should like to thank the
reporter for publicizing the liberal
arts program at Newark State and
for including the corollary that far
from detracting from teacher
education, it would bolster our
continuing fine programs in the
training of teachers . As the arts
and sciences are enriched by new
programs and courses, students in
such curricula as early childhood ,
secondary education , elementary
education, special education, etc.,
will benefit by the increased
number of electives available. Let
me also add that enhancement of
our teacher-{!duca tion programs
will benefit students in the arts
and sciences. There is not and
should not be any conflict
between the two. President Weiss
has emphasized his own
dedication to the simultaneous
development of the two divisions
of the college. I can do no better.
I. Luscombe
Chairman
of the Chairmen
Division of Arts
and Sciences

Nursery Project Started
Students for Adult Activities is
a group of students who have
passed their teeJ}s and who feel
that they have unique problems.

Murine Company, Inc.

Most of these students are
heads of households and are in
dire need of more financial
assistance than the average
student. The group hopes that
through their combined efforts,
they may be able to help one
another.

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
This isa sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.

•

One of the projects which the
members of the group is
undertaking is an attempt to start
a nursery on this campus. Many
"student-parents" have trouble
attending classes due to the lack

of babysitting facilities and
meeting the high cost of
babysitting fees. This project has
received the goodwill promise of
aid from the Administration. The
group asks'·that anyone interested
contact Mr. . _il bur Robert's office
in the old li~y or Mailbox No.
422 or No. 622.
Students for Adult Activities
also hope to share books and
perhaps give off-campus functions
to raise money to help their
activities. The group appeals for
nursery school supplies: books,
games, dolls, etc. These may be
deposited in the Educational
resource Center in the (.:ampus
School.
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Crystal Clear

by Dave Lichtenstein

If you remember, in the second important, are such situations as
issue of this year's
INDEPENDENT I included an
article titled Is Student
G overnment Relevant?
Consid ering the lack of student
response to council functions I
would have to say no. The
question is , then , how do we go
about making it relevent?
At the last regular council
meeting one representative , Toni
Levi, presented a basic outline for
a program which he had
originated and then we elaborated
to evaluate and re-construct
Student Organization. The name
of the project is PROJECT YOU.
Basically, PROJECT YOU is a
three-part program designed to
evaluate the council and make any
of the needed adjustments to
serve the student body . On the
basic planning board are ,
tentively , Toni , myself, Mr. Fixler
(Stu dent Activities) , President
Weiss, and Dean Sammenfield.
The project will begin with
circulating and collecting (in class)
a GRIPE SHEET, which will allow
the student himself to evaluate
Student Organization and te ll in
what ways he feels it could be
improved. This is a very critical
stage , because the second step , a
PROJECT YOU week , will be
scheduled and based on the replies
of the gripe sheet.

s t u d ent-student relationships,
stu d ent -fac u lty relationships,
student-administration
relationships , and
faculty-administration
relationships. One important
factor is that administrative and
faculty involvement will also be a
vital part of the program.
The third step, and most
important to me, is as fo llows. As
far as I can see , the project would
be a waste if the participating
organizations did not learn and
apply their experiences from it.
The gripe sheet will give a clear
indication of who is fed up with
what o n campus. Also , an
informative value will be included ,
with groups such . as the Radio
Club or the Circle K. Club given
an opportunity to explain to the
rest of the students exactly what
their functions are .
But again , un\e ss the
organization s and individual s are
sensitive to the complaints of the
students, the project will be a
waste. I think quite obviously
many people do not feel student
projects to be re levant to them .
But there must be a reason why ,
and PROJ ECT NOW could be a
ste p in the right direction .
Besides having j ust an implied
follow up , Student Organization
will be strongly advised to use the
GRIP E SHEETS, (since they will
be the voice of the st udents) as
what should be expected of
various gro ups in t he fu ture.
I n a dd ition t he GRIPE
SHEETS and a complete , written
fo ll ow-up case study will be

Hello and Goodbye - these common words are the alpha and
carefully filed so that some
omega of most human interraction. It's hello and goodbye, and
ind ication of past complaints and
between those two oral symbols, transient man stops and
future progress can be available
communicates with fellow man.
for some measurement of
Athol Fugard's new drama , HELLO AND GOODBYE, is a play of
progress.
the human confrontation , the interraction of a woman named Hester
The event, co-sponsored jointly and her brother Johnny. The magic of this play is that it leaves the
by Student Organization and audience wondering - "What makes Johnny run."
College Center Board , coul d be
Or should l say what makes Hester run, for it is she , not Johnny ,
one of the most interesting, who leaves her proverty-stricken life. Hester becomes a woman of the
informative , and relevant projects streets a thousand miles away , while Johnny remains at home nursing a
a Student Group at Newark State domineering and crippled father. Yet , when the father dies, Johnny too
has ever undertaken. I am just runs, he runs from reality , seeking future security with the ghost of the
interested in seeing how many dead man .
Student · Council members
Hester stops running only long enough to return after 15 years to
participate . . ..
the hated homestead . She stops running only long enough to get "her
Incidentally , a few students share of the money " hoarded by the father. If he wouldn 't spend it,
asked me if I could help them get Hester, the <laughter, would.
a night open in the gym. In
Hester does not know of the father 's death , Johnny cannot admit
previous years, DORM Students the fact to her. He is too busy running away from the reality of his
had a night in which they and a aloneness, of his loss of the father that depended solely on him.
guest could p a rticipate in
And when Johnny tells Hester the truth , when the search for the
swimming or basketball. Now the hoarded money is over, then the present cold freezes them of their
guests have been elimin ated and heater pursuits. But only momentarily , for they both began to run
commuter students are out of again , to their separate goals , on th e separate paths.
luck . I sure hope that the
At the Sheridan Square Playhouse in New Yo rk City, the
administration takes notice of the audience is given a special opportunity to see , to hear , and to think
right of the se students to have an a bout the human confrontation and the awareness of the past, present
evening in the gym , too.
and future between Hello ---- goodbye.

Music:
By Howard Duff

Hello sports fans. Jf it seems to
you that I've been crusading for
unknown a nd unappreciated
artists lately , you're right. I'm
sorry , but you 're going to have to
Seminars , discussions and
bear it for another week .
workshops will be held on
Do you re member the English
individual topics such as athletics.
Invasion of 1964? Of course you
drug abuse , mi nority ·group
do. Le t's see , there was the
involvement, st ude n t newspaper
Beatles, the Stones, the Dave
and other related areas . Also on
Clark
Five , the Searchers, the
the agenda , a nd equal ly
Yard b ir ds, Herman's Hermits
and .. . wait a minute! Let's go
back. The Beatles and Stones are
still the two most influential
sources in music today , the DC 5
and Herman' s Hermits are still
together but just as before ,
they' re producing schlock , the
Searchers are defunct after
producing some really good rock
By Richard Mack
(for
those days) , and the
Mike Bloomfiel d is my second favorite blues guitarist and he is
probably the second best blues guitarist in America. He has never failed Yardbirds, well they had a couple
of hits and broke up. But was it
to improve any albums he has played on. He has great potentia l.
really that simple? Of course it
However, Bloomfield 's newest album " It's Not Killing Me " is the wasn' t. The Yardbird s, from 1964
most disappointing album I have ever bought. It appears that he is till 1968 turned out some of the
trying to get into the country sound that has become popul ar in recent best and most progressive music
months. He trys to sing country songs and doesn' t make it. He bare ly rock has ever known . And the
can sing blues songs and get away with it. His voice just doesn't rate.
pi ty is that the AM people dori' t
know them for anything, but
The majority of the material on this album consists of
"For Your Love" and " Over,
Bloomfield-written country songs that are boring and weak . These
Under, Sideways, Down". Bu t
songs are d ull because Bloomfield can't get into cou n try the same way
what about the hipper people?
he gets into the blues.
(You know, the guys who walk
There are a few saving factors on this album. One factor ·is Nick down the streets humming
Gravenites , who does a good job with vocals and who knows how to "Sympathy For the Devil" bu t
sing the bl ues. Another factor is Mark Naftalin (formerly with the Paul ask them about "Heart of Stone"
Butterfield Bl ues Band) who handles the key-board work . The final and they have no idea whatsoever
factor is that Bloomfield , when he does play , does a beautiful job on of what you' re talking about).
Well, the hipper people know the
guitar.
Yardbirds - of course they do!
The best cuts on the album are "Next Time You See Me" and They all know that the Yardbirds
"Far Too Many Nights ." Gravenites sings and Bloomfield plays. These produced three super guitarists:
cuts are the blues-type songs expected from Bloomfield. He plays his Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and
guitar more and more like B.B. King than ever befo re. His riffs are Jimmy Page, and they ma de "For
smooth and clean , and loaded with his old blues feeling . These two cuts Your Love" and "Over, Under,
Sidrdeways, Down". So the point
make the album almost worth buying.
Whatever made Bloomfield turn out such a poor album is beyond is that most people don' t realize
me. I seriously doubt that Columbia could pressure him into it because that many of the things other
of Bloomfield 's reputation. He is too egotistical to be told what to do . groups claimed to have pioneered ,
Perhaps he wants to be a country star like Buck Owens? Perhaps he has the Yardbirds actually started.
lost his musical taste and values and is going into the commercial fie ld ? For example , the Yardbirds were,
Perhaps he is playing ·a stale joke on ·all the people who respect him as a along with the Who , the first to
use controlled feedback . They
musician? Who knows?
. . Mike Bl oomfield's new effort "It's No,t Killing Me" may hurt him · were the first to use · ·so-called
more 'than he thinks.
. ""tL'
"eastern" or raga rr1U~~c; a~d w~re

Music:

'It's Not Killing Me'
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Review:

'Hello AQ.f!.Jjpodbye'

Project You
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''Yard birds''

one of the original blues groups in
England ; they were amongst the
first rock gro ups to rely heavily
on improvisation.
Y ard bird albums are classics.
Granted, they are all weak in
some spots b ut that is easily
excusable when we see that these
few weak spots are dwarfed by
the rest of the album , which was
always great! Any Yardbird album
will turn you on, but let me
recommend "Having A Rave Up"
.(LN24127) . It is packe d with
everything the Yardbirds were.
For Clapton freaks, let me inform
you that the second side, which is
live, ( off an English LP entitled
"Five Live Yardbirds") has
Clap ton playing lead. For Beck
freaks , the first side is yours .
Listen to "The Train Kept
A-Rollin" and you '11 have to agree
that its one of the finest songs
ever done by anyone. (Oh, Led
Zepplin do it now so all of the hip
people will come to know it as a
great Zepplin number - Bah!)
Other Yardbird LP' s include "Five Live Y ardbirds" (An
English album, only available by
order or by hunting through New
Yo rk City record stores - either
way its worth it. (The LP includes
some of the earliest recordings
ever done of Clapton) . "For Your
Love" , "Over, Under, Sideways,
Down," "The Yardbirds Greatest

by H. Duff
Hits" and "Little Games" (lest I
leave out Jimmy Page fans, he is
the l~ad guitarist on this album
an d , although recorded very
badly , he manages to get some
very nice things going. All of these
LP' s are excellent investments in a
unique sound that cannot be
resurrected by any other means
t h an the se r eco rd ings and
memories. The Yard b irds ;
1963-1968 ; R.1.P.

Ginsberg
(Continued from Page 1)

"the method of poetry is to write
the way you talk. He also said he
intended to "make use of
P a terson, New Jersey (his
hometown) di c tion a nd
rhythme."
Read ings of long and short
poems followed , some which
concerned themselves with such
topics as uptown New York , the
Beatles, gods, the Pentagon , Hell's
Angels , the senses, and the
Chicago Democratic Convention .
The audience was then invited
to the Browsing Room for
personal discussion and d ialogue
with Allen Ginsberg. One student
wanted to know if they could ask
him (Ginsberg) questions , to
which Ginsberg replied, " Yeah ,
but I don't have any answers. "

,.
FUNNY YOUR£ AGIRL. ..
ONCE AMONTH YOIJ fEEl. llKE A

itm~
You're not as mini as usual?"Tt's only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I'm so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR that's who. TRENDAR'LL help keep you
slim as you' are all month long . Its mod ern diu r etic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds! ) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7 days before that time. It'll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENOAR._ffMAKES YOU GI.AO
YOUkEA. . 6/Rl!
.. . .
'
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Alumni Association .18Year Vote Why?-'W hy Not?
Favors 18 Year -Vote
The Newark State College
Alumni Association 's governing
council came out in favor of
lowering the voting age in New
Jersey to 18 at their October
meeting.
The council composed of
graduates from as far back as 1921
passed a motion to make it public
record that "the Newark State

Kirk Elected
Alumni Head

College Alumni Association
Council supports the lowering of
the voting age to 18 on November
4 ." There was only one dissenting
vote .
In speaking for the motion
newly appointed President Arthur
Kirk said : "As people concerned
with the education and training of
people largely in the 18 to 21 age
bracket we must support their
right to a stake in society. If we
have faith in th is college and the
job it is doing, then we must have
faith in these young people and
should not hesitate to support this
motion ."
It was pointed out to the
fifty-four council members that
college President Nathan Weiss has
gone on record supporting the 18
year old vote as did his
predecessor Dr . Eugene Wi lkins.
Dr. Weiss and new ly appointed
Board of Trustee , William Price,
Class of I 969 , add ressed the
council.

Arthur F . Kirk Jr., a
twenty-three year old alumnus has
been elected president of the
Newark State College Alumni
Association.
Kirk of the class of 1968 was
named to fill the unexpired term
of former President Anthony
Saporito . The action was taken
last week by the associations
governing council.
After receiving the
appointment Kirk stated "At this
time of rapid institutional
overhaul and rapid growth the
alumni must venture out into new
areas, scan new horizons and
move forwar d in stride with the
college.
By Jean Winans
"We can no longer think in
CAMELO T, Lerner an d
terms of this council or just the
Loewe's hit musical, will be
alumni we m ust broaden our
presented on November 20th and
prospective to embrace the entire
2 1st by the Newark State T heatre
college communi ty. It is to this
G
uild. Tickets will be available at
goal I work."
the
Theatre Lobby Box Office
As a student Kirk served as
editor of the INDEPENDENT for from 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. November
two years, was a member of the 10th th ru I 5th and 9 A.M. to 9
N . S. A. an d represented the P.M. November 17th th ru 21st.
stu d ents at two N.S.A. P erformances begin at 8:30,
conventions. He was a brother an d admission will be $I .SO for
officer of Sigma Beta Tau o rchestra seats and $ 1.00 for
Fraternity and the President's mezzanine.
Policy and Planning Board.
In the med ieval lore centering
Kirk currently teaches in on the Arthurian legend, Camelot
Linden where he coaches football was the seat of King Arthur's
and baseball.
court. The earliest mention of

By Dave Lichtenstein
The attempt to lower the
voting age to eighteen in the State
of New Jersey is not without
precedence. Georgia lowered its
minimum voting age to 18 in
1943 and Kentucky did the same
by state referendum in I 95 5. In
1959 Alaska lowered its to 19,
and in l 960 Hawaii 's lowered to
20.
In 1963 President 's Kennedy 's
commission noted that by the
time someone has reached the
present voting age (of 21) they are
"so far removed from the
stimulation of the educational
process that their interest in
public affairs has waned. Some
may be lost for the rest of their
lives."
In the summer of 1968
interested college students, led by ·
Dave DuPell of Rider, decide d
they wanted to organize for a
state-wide movement under the
Voting Age Coalitions. Other
grou ps also working for the vote
were L.U.V. (Let Us Vote),
C.U.E., an d Student N.J .E.A.
Last year V.A.C. mem bers

Theater Guild To
Present Camelot

V. A. Beneficiaries To
Receive Questionnaire
Mr. Paul M. Nugent, Manager,
New Jersey Veterans
Administration Regional Office,
Newark , reminds veterans and
beneficiaries receiving non-service
connected pension benefits from
the Veterans Administration that
they will be receiving their annual
income questionnaires on or
about November 1, 1969.
Mr. Nugent points out that it is
very important that these income
questionnaires be returned to the
Veterans Administration before
January 31, I 970, or run the risk
of not only having future
pay ments d iscontinue d but also

Hable for payments made during
1969.
Mr. Nugent states persons
d esiring assistance with their
income questionnaires may call at
the V eterans Administration
Regional Office, 20 Washington
Place, Newark, with their card s
and personal assistance will be
available.
In add ition, Mr. Nugent advises
our Contact Representatives will
be available at the Fe deral Post
Office Building, Paterson, from
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. every
Tuesday; also at the All Wars
Memorial Build ing, Pacific and
States Street, Atlantic City from
Luncheon
Dinner
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., every
Snacks
Friday.
Mr. N u gent advises that
veterans receiving service
Restaurant & Lounge
connected compensation benefits
Fea turing Giant Sized:
are not required to submit annual
Ho t D ogs
income q uestionnaries unless
* Burgers *
specifically requested to do so .
Steamed Clams
M r . Nu g e n t s ta t e th at
and Jumbo Shrimp
additional information, if
686-1200
required, may be obtained fro m
2258 ·Morris Ave., Union, N·.J.
the Newark Regional Office by
' - - - - - - - - - - - ~- .dialing Area Code 20-l-645-21S0.

GEORGE'S

lobbied the referendum through
the both houses. Last June the
Voting Age Coalition
incorporated , forming a Board of
Trustees. Included on it are
Nelson Gross, State Ch., man of
the Republican Party, Salvatore
BonTiempo, State Chairman of
the Democratic Party , and James
Schu, attorney. Dave DuPell is the
State Chairman.
Shortly after the Incorporation
of V.A.C. all interested groups
banded together for a unified
movement. The incorporation
allowed V.A.C., to accept
tax-deductable donations, an
important part of any campaign.
The eighteen has won
numerous endorsements, coming
from a bi-partisan sector. Both
Liberals such as Ted Kennecfy and
Eugene McCarthy and
Conservatives such as President
Nixon and Barry Goldwater.
Basically , the argument for the
18 year old vote revolves around
two words: Democracy and
Responsibility. In a Democracy
those who are subject to the rules
make the rules. That voting is a
privilege in America is a fallacy. In
Russia, yes, voting is a privilege.
But in a Democracy voting is a
BAS IC right of the governed .

Camelot goes back to 600 A.O.
The generally accepted theory is
that the Arthurian legend, if only
a legend , developed from Celtic
mythology.

Therefore, we must see how 18
year olds are governed. An d, it is
evi d ent, there receive the
responsibility of over-2 1 but no
RIGHTS. For example, 18 year
The tale is that Arthu r was the o lds pay taxes (remember
illegitimate son of Uther taxation without representation),
Pendragon, king of Britain. After are subject to the draft, can get
the death of Pendragon, Arthur, married, raise a fami ly, can hold a
who had been brought up government job, and make out
secretly, won the throne of wills.
England by withdrawing a swo rd
I n 1 940 4.6 % of the
from a stone. Merlin, the court · population graduated high school.
magician, then reveale d the new Approximately 33% of the 18-21
king's parentage. Arthu r, reigning year ol ds today atten d some form
in his court at Camelot, proved to
of HIGHER EDUCATION. Over
be a noble king and married 70% of N.J . students are working
Guinevere. He was given the their own way through college.
miraculous sword Excalibur by
the Lady 9f the Lake. Of his
several enemies , the most
treacherous were his sister Morgan
La Fay and his nephew Mordred.
Mordred siezed Arthur's throne
during the king's absence. He was
later slain in battle but not before
~
-✓
he fatally wounde d the king.
Arthur was borne away to Avalon
where it was expected that he
would be healed of his wounds
and someday return to his people.

The main argument against is
that 18 -21 year olds are
irresponsible and participate in
demonstrations. First of all , 18-21
year olds are considered mature
enough to represent their country
in such functions as the Peace
Corps or V.I.S.T.A. Second, only
1.5 % of N.J. college students
participate in demonstrations , and
out of them many could probably
be brought back to a relevent
system with the vote.
Again , let us remember. Voting
is a RIGHT, not a privilege.

Better
World
about life, holding no hope for
humanity. I gave up marrige,
fearing a chaotic inheritance for
my children . I see now it is
necessary to procreate - and
teach ou r children not to repeat
the past. I, and thousands like me,
would have ended the human race
and that which you call the
beauty that is life."
"Young man, that's precisely
what your generation must avoid.
Always be hopeful and brave and
daring and patient. Everything
comes to him who waits.
Evolu tion of the species didn't
occur in a week, bu t through
millions of years. Likewise, man's
a n imal ist i c ten d e n cies have
evolved to the point of extinction.
Following this era of violence will
be the age of spiritual pursuit, in
which man will turn to himself to
build a better world."
He becomes silent once more
and retu rns to the confines of his
soul. His eyes blink away a tear of
what must have been a rich and
complete life . As for me , I rise
and walk away - looking back
every now and then - bewildered
by his mysterious smile.

Knit yourself so_ _ _.,., .

'"#.,.~New
-~.
Fresh ·
•

Recent archaelogical
discoveries have linked Camelot
with ruins in Cadbury, Somerset
and Winchester.

Ski Styl
by

Bernat®

Directors and cast of the
Newark State College Theatre
Guild's production of CAMELOT
are:
Director and Faculty Advisor
Mr. James R. Murphy
Assistant Directors
Barbara Sackin
Hela Yungst
Stage Manager
Georgia Howell
Steve Rogers . ............. Arthur
Mary DeFusca . .. .. ..... . Guinevere
Alan Wichinsky .. . ... . ... . Lancelot
Dan Frolich . . ... . .... . ... Pellin ore
John Fox ... . ... . .. .... . . . Merlyn
Jim Mancino .. . . .. . ..... . Mordred
Karen Schellick ... .. . Morgan La Fay
Susan Frost .. . . . ... . ..... .. . To m
William Guyton . .. ..... Sir Dinaden
Romeo Bzyant .. . .. . ... ... Sir Lionel
Arnold Armanado . . '. . . Sir Sagramore

Exciting slope and
t;., -~
campus fashions available now at ;,
your nearest" Yarn Shop. Don't know how to knit?
They'll even show you how! Many, many, styles can be
found in " SKI WITH BERNAT" book no. 166 and 3 NEW
ski paks.
~
_ ,
Books and paks inspired b y ~ . , SKI COUNTRY
VAIL.COLORADO

SEE THEM NOW AT FINE YARN SHOPS
NEAR YOU.
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Newark State .Drops to Montclair On The Bal~
In Conference Play ·-4.·o
By Rlck Watson
Pl aying under wintery
conditions with occa_sional gale
winds with temperatures in the
1ow thirty 's last Wednesday ,
Newark State dropped to
Montclair State at Montclair 4-0
in a conference game. The Squires
did surprising well as Montclair is
rated thirteenth nationally in
NCAA small College soccer and
first in the· New Jer sey,
Penn sy lvania, Delaware area,
while Newark is not even
mentioned. It was the closest
game of the season in conference
play for Montclair, who is now
8-0, 3-0 in the conference. The
impressive
thing
about
the
game was that
Montclair
only scored when they had wind
behind them. The wind was
definitely a deciding factor as
Montclair had fifteen shots against
the wind , and twenty-five going
with the wind. At one time a
Newark State shot was, fifteen
yards :. in the air before the wind
Squires fight for ball
took it and placed it in front of
the goal creating a near score. on a head shot, the best goal of of goalie Jorge Barca.
A It ho ugh Montclair scored
Even with
this; however, the the game. One minute later, at
14
:
00
a
Squire
full
back
four
goals it was a tremendous
Squires didn't post any serious
attempted
to
clear
the
ball
defensive
game on the part of the
attempts on goal as there were
upfield , only to have it hit Kerns Squires as mos t of the game was
only seven shots.
in the face twenty yeards from played in the Squire en d. The
The Squires defense wa-s the goal, an d carry into the goal Redmen booted forty shots on
unbeatable until 7:00 of the on the fluke shot. Montclair goal,goalie Jorge Barca making an
seco nd period when Bill rested its' first learn du ring the unheard of twenty seven saves, a
Klasnimitz crossed to Tom Lukin seco nd and fourt h periods , in new school record. Jorge also had
in front of the goal , who walked order to defend against th e wind two shots on goal as two of his
the ball into the nets for the in the first and third periods , the punts got up in the wind and
score. The Redmen scored twice only periods when they couldn't carried to the Montclair goal. In
late
in the second period sco re. With 8:30 gone in the addition to Jorge , the whole team
once on a corner kick from Arvi fourth period Bill Kazdoba , has to be commen ded for a well
Saar to Harry Kerns who scored kicked a dribbler just o ut of reach played game.

Women's Field Hockey
Splits Two Decisions
Newark States' Women's Field
Hockey team scored both a win
and a loss in their two lates1
games of the season. On the 21st,
Tuesday , our J.V . team
succumbed to Douglass College
with a score of 0-2. However, on
the 23rd, Thursday , our varsity
team managed to fight their way
to victory over Fairleigh
Dickinson. Four goals were scored
by our team leading NSC to an
exciting win over our opponent's
three .
Two more away games are due
to be played in the near future.
The l st versus Ocean County
College 4:00 P.M. on the 31st of
October and the 2nd against
Upsala College, November 4th at
3:30.
Glassboro State was the scene

of an archery happening
sanctioned by the National
Archery Association on the 18th
of this month . The tournament
was an all day event , consisting of
both men 's and women 's
divisions . NSC was represented in
its women's team by Barbara Bell,
Connie Gross, Linda Skidmore,
and Andee Slivinski. The men's
team was comprised of Mark
Billon , Ted Evanski, David Farrell,
and Richard Ledder. Various
types of events included Columbia
Rounds, 24 arrows at 50, 40, and
30 yards, and Chicago Rounds, 96
arrows at 20 rds., shot both in and
o ut of doors. Out of 14
participating colleges from
Virginia, New Jersey , Maryland
and Pennsylvania, Newark State
was able to place as a team . In the

women ' s division Glassboro
placed I st with a score of 4356,
East Stroudsburg, Pa., second
with 4009, and Newark State 3rd
with 3080. NSC also placed 3rd in
the Men's division following
Atlantic Community College and
Glassboro State.

Well, it's that time of year again , and for those who don't know
much about non-varsity sports on campus, one of the biggest sports
attractions of the year is about to begin . In other words , Greek football
'69 is drawing near. Under the leadership of Frank Lineberry , the
1.F.S.C. athletic committee has been laying the groundwork for this
coming season which begins on Sunday , Novem ber 9 and lasts till
December 7 . This season should be quite interesting as there are several
strong teams. Sigma Theta Chi the defending champions will be hard to
dethrone,, but runnerup last year , Sigma Beta Tau , along with Nu Delta
Pi , Nu Sigma Phi , and newcomers to the contest Alpha Sigma Mu will
be hot on their tails.
In previous years these con tests of brawn have always been well
played games with good spor tsman ship both on and off the field. I
hope that this year will again be a credit to men in Greek sports.
For those students who are not interested in fraternities, or
intramurals these are not just fraternity and students playing. but much
of the nucleus of next year's football team , so come up and ta ke a look.

*

*

*

*

*

This Sunday I viewed the New J ersey Lacrosse Club coached by
Mr. Wate rman play Fairleigh Dickin son U. on our field. The game was
strange to me but it seems very interesting as well as grueling, as there is
much running as in soccer and football. It reminds me of soccer except
that the ball is carried and not kicked , by the players in webbed sticks.
It would be great if we could field a tea m here this spring as it
would definitely broaden our college athletic program. Mr. Waterman
has told me that there have been several excellent football players who
will come here next fall if there is a lacrosse team in the spring. If you
are at all interested, either contact Mr. Waterman in the Gym or mysetr
by means of a note left at the INDEPENDENT office on the Sports
board.

*

*

*

*

*

Something new has been added - Intramural sports for the
faculty members of Newa rk State , under the direction of Mr. Walter
Andzel. Questionnaires will be available for faculty use to decide on a
selection of activities for both men 's and women's sports. Be
sports-minded!

*

Table tennis entries are now open and available to all NSC
students. All applications can be obtained in Gym Office D 1. Openings
are available for individuals and teams.

Guest of the day was Mr.
Clayton Shenk , a member of the
Olympic Rules Committee and an
International target judge.
NSC Archery coaches are Dr.
Persinger and Miss Lois May.
WATCH FOR WOMEN 'S
BASKETBALL. The 69-70 season
will soon commence. Prac tices
start in November. Jf you ' re
interested in playing, physicals are
required, make an appointment at
Health Services.

Thunderbirds Take League Lead
Getting off to a flying start this dominant factors in the success of
season is intramural flag-football. the Thunderbirds.
Of the four independent teams
Undefeated, the Thunderbirds
the Thunderbirds are setting a forged victoriously through the
rapid pace and currently hold the October 21 game over Smith's
lead. Following close behind are Heroes 26-7. However , Smith's
Smith's Heroes and ranking 3rd Heroes made a flash comeback in
and 4th are The Pack and Blue the October 23 game , securing 16
Raiders.
points over the non-scoring Pack.
The most outstanding players
Today at 3 :50 p.m. see the
on the field are Heuit Clements Pack vs. Smith's Heroes as Smith's
and Fran}< Shep_heard wh_o. a_r~ , • !"feroes battle for a win to gain the

*

TI1e soccer team has a chance of playing in tournament play. As it
looks now, Montclair has the conferen ce champion ship sewed up, even
though they are tied with Trenton for first place. But lo and behold ,
Newark State is in second place followed by Glassboro, Paterson and
Jersey City. If the Squires can knock off Jersey City this Saturday,
which seems apparent, an d Trento n on Weds., November 5, they will be
in second place, in good position to go to the NAIA championships, as
Montclair will go to the NCAA. But who knows what will happen? As
they say in the song, "What will be will be."
The next four games are all at home, as the Squires and their
season November 15 at Sacred Heart College.
Remaining games:
Thursday, October 30 - Drew - home - 3:00
Saturday , November I - Jersey City State - home - 11 :00
Wednesday, November 5 - Trenton State - home - 3:00
Saturday, November 8 - Alumni

lead in league standings. Also , on
Saturday , November I , at l O:00
a.m. don't pass-up the game
between the first and second place
contenders - Thunderbirds vs.
Smith's Heroes!
Intramural Flag-football Standings
as of October 24, l 969
Thunderbirds
2
0
Smith's Heroes
1
1
The Pack
O
2
Blue Raiders
O
2

Greek Football action last year

The Class of '71 announces its annual

SCHOLARSHIP MIXER
Featuring

The BLT and Muffin
at the

College Center - Saturday Nov. 1
8: 00..12: 00

admission $1.50
Paid Advertisement

